LU Pres for Day contest persists
By JILLIE RECHT
Campus Reporter
"The drawing for the Presidency for a Day contest was postponed again after attempts to announce the winner were delayed on Monday.
Currently, more than $20,000 was raised for the LU Career Center, as
according to Director Sherri Shober, who manages the contest for the
center, has already been ordered.
One of the books, US Industrial
Kilts United, has already arrived at
the center and is available for LU
students to use.
According to Shober, this direct­
ory provides forecasts for all the
Clauson claimed.
"NAFTA has mechanisms that would threaten American
sovereignty. It involves en­
forcement mechanisms that will
supercede American law and the Constitution."
- Dr. Kevin Clauson
Chairman of Government Department
According to Clauson, although American
employers could hire some Mexican work­
for the cost of one American worker at
minimum wages, much more needs to be
seen in order to consider NAFTA.
"The reasons for when companies locate
in very complex. It's not just wages. If a
company wants cheap wages, cheap it is
to build a workforce, light rail technol­
ogy and adequate transportation and a
Read through the words as if you were reading them naturally, without creating anything.
Mail room workers strive to meet students’ postal needs

By R. BILL ALESSI

Although Liberty University postal workers handle an average of 240,000 pieces and 250 packages a day, 99 percent of the time the mail is distributed to the students’ boxes by 11 a.m. and all package slips into the mailboxes by 12:30 p.m., according to the mail getting held up? According to Tony Paulat, LU mail room supervisor, the sorting box number is the biggest problem. LU’s Post Office has six mail sorters.

In addition, other problems include addresses with incomplete names or box numbers, illegible handwriting and mail being thrown on the floor or in the garbage by students.

"Students should not have this misconception that we’re hiding their mail here or keeping it," Paulat explained. "Postal workers do not check each piece of mail to see if it is box number. Basically, we check what we believe is our correspon- dent’s name. The mail is sorted by house number combinations. LU mail room employees to place mail in boxes as soon as possible, in an effort to aid the student body at Liberty University.

Sor wing Things Out — LU Post Office Supervisor Tony Paulat and co-workers sort mail before placing it in students’ mail boxes. According to Paulat, LU mail room employees strive to meet students’ needs as quickly as possible, in an effort to aid the student body at Liberty University.

New organization offers LU students non-denominational fellowship, fun

By Jeff Chancey

Special to the Liberty Champion

A new non-denominational Student Union met on Tuesday, Nov. 9, to hand out a constitution and introduce officers to new members.

During the meeting, Charlie White, president of NU, played the piano and led the group in worship songs while Mac Schunnert, a LU Sophomore, accompanied on the guitar.

Although the group positioned themselves to offer fellowship to all students, the new organization is not exclusively focused on a religious view with the deans.

Student Government Association on Tuesday, Nov. 9, with the support of Sen. Donald Lynch, it is not yet officially recognized as a club.

"Throughout the year the students have asked about an organization specifically for club interests," White said. "We are currently looking for students interested in participating in one of the newest student groups at Liberty University.

"We received a lot of complaints, but they’ve been clarified," Lewis stated. "We have to do with the customer, Lewis stated.

The U.S. Postal Service has a list of 24 reasons why mail may be delayed or returned, according to business officer.

"RAs must have personal integrity, a willingness to serve," Bunts explained.

In addition, Bunts advises students working to become RAs to get to know the current RAs.

"Be yourself, and reveal your RD. Allow your RAs the privilege of knowing you and let both your RD and your RA know that you want to focus on the RA position," Bunts concluded.

Campus plans for new RATs

Senates passes dress code amendment

By Timothy J. Gibbons

The student senate passed the Sweatpants Resolution of 1993 yesterday during an abbreviated session on Thursday, Nov. 11.

The motion, which passed almost unanimously, will allow sweatpants attire for any student chosen by the RA to be worn to the annual RA selection process, beginning this year with RA applications due Nov. 1.

In addition, the senate also made a change in the constitution of the Student Government Association.

Previously it had been that student government officials could not re- mune in office if they received 12 reinstatements or more, which was what used to be the limit before

Beef, lamb, lettuce, tomato, cucumber, rolled, & baked
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Lecture opens students' eyes to Jefferson's world

BY JULIE BECKERT
Champion Correspondent

Travis McDonald opened the door to the private world of Thomas Jefferson during a lecture on Tuesday, Nov. 9. He explained that Jefferson built his Poplar Forest, named after his alma mater, as a retreat and a place where he could go to escape public life.

"It was a very simple, pure and idealistic movement period called for a rational order in the building of his retreat," McDonald stated. Unable to be present for the actual construction of Poplar Forest, Jefferson supervised virtually every aspect, saving copies of all his correspondence.

In addition, Jefferson was motivated in saving all the correspondence he received from the builders concerning the project. Therefore, the correspondence has been able to reconstruct the building site, including all the necessary fencing for running the farm.

McDonald stated that the correspondence has published a book, "The History of Jefferson's Poplar Forest" as part of the 250th birthday celebration of which the Monticello corporation is involved.

From Page 1

During the lecture, students were exposed to the original design period of Poplar Forest, including the project's infancy stage. Although the project is still in the infancy stage, the students were able to view the current look of Poplar Forest.

In addition, to the original design period, the restorers have been able to view the "ghost marks of former inhabitants" that are now occurring at the site. Although the restorers have not been able to view them in the building site, their presence is explained.

The Watts bricked up windows and doors, removed "originals" left to strip everything down to the original property as possible. However, the restorers were able to view the "ghost marks of former inhabitants" that are now occurring at the site.

The Watts also contributed each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000. The Watts also contributes each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000.

The Watts also contributes each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000. And the Watts also contributes each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000.

"A house can be read like a document if you know how. A brick wall can be read like a letter if one knows how to interpret it. The restorer looks for the ghost marks of former features left behind in the features were removed."

— Travis McDonald

Poplar Forest Restoration Coordinator

The Watts also contributes each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000. And the Watts also contributes each year to the toy collection goal at $3,000.

Continued from Page 1

Toyland

By MATT KOEHSER
Sports Editor

The purpose of Toyland Spectacular is to provide a place and a purpose, which is a Christmas tree in all of us. We bring the whole community together, which most people are familiar with, and then let them in God's hands. We offer the greatest gift of all, Jesus Christ. ""almö, a junior track team member, bricked up windows and doors, removed "originals" left to strip everything down to the original property as possible. However, the restorers have not been able to view the "ghost marks of former inhabitants" that are now occurring at the site.
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Parking lots, making sure everything is safe and secure.

“Here we have to protect students, faculty, staff and physical property. We are charged with the security of the campus and the residents of the campus,” said Lt. Donald Sloan, senior lieutenant of the Lynchburg College Department of Public Safety.

“It takes a special kind of student to be a police officer,” Sloan stated. “We don’t just put people out on the street and say ‘go fix something’ and expect it to be done. It’s the same for police as it is for any other career.”

According to Sloan, some of those taking care of security on campus are students, serving either as employees for a job or as a volunteer. These students are not only parking lot liaisons but also make sure everyone is parked properly.

“They are usually well trained,” Sloan said. “They are learning about the local community.”

The main unresolved issue in their struggles for the purpose to advance the cause of peace is the question of violence, according to the winners of the Peace Prize.

Foundation for Humanity announces essay contest, scholarship awards

Applications are now being accepted for the 1994 Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics.
Plans for California school diversity mask hidden policy

The battle against political correctness continues to rage. In a struggle that touches Liberty close to home, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges contends that “quality and diversity in education are inseparable.”

After all, the college experience is one of personal and social enrichment, as well as academic.

Students form a myriad of ethnic, religious and racial backgrounds mingling together an atmosphere which breaks down stereotypes, dyes misconceptions and prepares a student for later experiences with different cultures and misconceptions about that particular person are not true.

Grated, integration is a good thing. However, under current plans the WASC association would use “diversity” as a criterion for accreditation, meaning a campus that the association deemed, “not diverse enough,” would fail to receive or possibly lose accreditation. Who will control what diversity means? Those who deem homonormative and multicultural curriculums as necessary integration.

Naturally, the plans have come under attack from groups who feel that diversity would undermine the values of the liberal arts, the incorporation of unChristianic curriculums and further dilution already weak education programs with multicultural studies and punishment of those that don’t comply.

The WASC plan will be in a form of intimidation. Thomas Aquinas College spokesman Richard Forier argued saying “This is an attempt to establish a new form of control that would intimidate all the institutions in the State of California.”

This intimidation would be the form in the WASC’s coercing a school incorporate their views in which they will inevitably include homosexual and sexual behavior.

Does the fact that a school’s ideological makeup prohibits it from holding a godly, ethically or morally right philosophical and ideological basis.

Read my lips...

“...you can’t please all the people, all the time,” period. This is what new national school standards for the Art Champion John A. McAlister said of her challenging new vocational.

A. McAlister added, “We have to trust that the prestigious organizations we’ve given to the present the kind of art they thought was suitable.”

Well, isn’t the type of moral relativism that has permeated and corrupted this grant system for years? Wain’t this school of thought that thought the community with the salomonic/hetero (at best) Mephitophage exhibits and the cradle-deception of the Crucifix is a violation of art by Andrea Serrano? The problem, it seems, is that the NEA has dictated what type and what is not. Naturally, the morally developed artists who takes place whenever government meddling in anything resulted in a tremendous amount of questionable and offensive material under the guise of art to be funded with tax dollars.

A. McAlister said of the growing syncretism about her post: “People have quite a negative feeling about the arts right now because there were a few graffitis that were very bad.” Although thwarting by putting it mildly, perhaps A. McAlister might be mullishly in removing some semblance of credibility to any artform in misadministration and gross discernment problems concerning true art.

The ABC news show “Nightline”, on Wednesday, Nov. 16 teleinterviewed Senators from both sides of the conflict. One senator warned that it could be an attempt by both sides “We will fight to the last, as long as that takes.” To be sure, bills that are not, and probably would be. Theoretically, 300,000 troops from France, Germany and Japan would be deployed to various海外 national forces to supplement the North Atlantic Treaty Organization – multinational peacekeeping forces.

The ABC news show “Nightline”, on Wednesday, Nov. 16 teleinterviewed Senators from both sides of the conflict. One senator warned that it could be an attempt by both sides “We will fight to the last, as long as that takes.” To be sure, bills that are not, and probably would be. Theoretically, 300,000 troops from France, Germany and Japan would be deployed to various overseas national forces to supplement the North Atlantic Treaty Organization – multinational peacekeeping forces.

1. That it’s a good word and a good pronoun.

Our Corps will always be in existence to maintain an atmosphere of policy of the United States of America, when such a nation takes place. Perhapsiren’thateventhawanttobeina situation that will include the Real Army, former number-two organization. That’s right, under the new “Terrorism for Peace” plan, any nation from the former Warsaw Pact can join the NATO/Occupy for joint military maneuvers. It is hoped by Western leaders that some feelings of hate will dissolve as military leaders from different countries are allowed to closely inspect each other’s equipment and peacefully coexist.

Ahend. The Climen’s action is in its infancy and it still is a long way to accomplish anything.

Already by getting German countries, upon the interview of this particular organization and coexist each other’s equipment and peacefully coexist. The Climen’s action is in its infancy and it/6- a long way to accomplish anything.

The American thing is that we’re not going to accomplish anything.

Already by getting German countries, upon the interview of this particular organization and coexist each other’s equipment and peacefully coexist. The Climen’s action is in its infancy and it/6- a long way to accomplish anything.

Ahend. The Climen’s action is in its infancy and it still is a long way to accomplish anything.

Natural, with a great deal of calls over the Eastern front since the collapse of communism (through the passage of people celebrating Revolution Day in Russia is hardly unnoticed), can one hardly expect the United States to be any other country than having been keeping the front lines manned. Therefore, I believe that a forum into maintaining the Eastern front is needed.

However, the United States should play a diplomatically role in the Eastern front, including the Balkans, and closer attention to the history books to see the reasons and ethnic divisions between European people should not get any distractions. I believe that a Catholic and Protestant scholar could take little chance of aligning fight as such often be the case, and why the people in the Russian region do not get exactly. Why exactly the Marxist mush was doomed from the beginning, and why now be supposed to rule get their internal revolutions.

History knows, especially the reconstractive history in Somalia, should demand that the U.S. that multinationalism is a complete little more than getting themselves colored or cap­ tured because of their national, Army, Navy or Marines to come in and come out there. (Read, itself, the harrassed) just don’t permit the same orphan that send in the American forces. Also, while the Truce and the Atlantic treaty must link Europe physically, accessibility and amenity will come with the hearts of the people for many years to come. Old habits die hard. The anti-empire theory of democracy would have to simply call all national borders into a convergence zone, where global superiority might be the accomplished in this generation or in the one to come.

Thanksgiving comes before Christmas; let’s restore true spirit of Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving break breaks just around the corner. This symbolizes a light at the end of the tunnel of the annual construction, while the lights get closer, we tend to push the “pause button.” Because of the rapidly growing “thrive for more” thanksgiving is fast. In recent years, Americans have begun to ploy Thanksgiving and rush straight into the Christmas season.

Evidence of this fact is already clear. Take a walk through any store. Aside after articles of Christmas decorations can be found. Where are the “Thanksgiving decorations?” Check the very end of aisle 92.

Remember when the Christmas decorations and other similar paraphernalia didn’t appear in the stores until after Thanksgiving? “What happened? As what point and since did we put Thanksgiving on the back burner.”

Thanksgiving has traditionally been closer to the 29th Thursday of November.

Thanksgiving day symbols are peace, rest, thankfulness, family, food and countless memorials to nation’s arms.

This day was originally set aside to provide a day of grace and give thanks for all with fasting and prayer for blessings received during the year.

The very first Thanksgiving day which was observed in America on Dec. 4, 1619, was entirely religious and did not include feasting.

The group of 16 English colonists chartered this day to be celebrated to give thanks to God. The pilgrims celebrated Thanksgiving in early autumn of 1621. After a horrible winter, which brought death and destruction, this small group decided to give thanks for the provisions of the Lord.

Therefore, Governor William Bradford held the first Thanksgiving feast, which was the Christmas dinner of the Mayflower.

The custom of Thanksgiving day spread from Plymouth to other New England colonies and eventually throughout the United States.

During the Revolutionary War, eight special days of thanksgiving were proclaimed as victory and for being saved from dangers. In 1789, President George Washington used a general proclamations naming November 26th the day of national thanksgiving. In this same year, President Lincoln called the first Thursday in November to be a traditional day for giving thanks. As if the unrest in the Arabian region.

Where are the Thanksgiving decorations? What has happened? At what point and time did we put Thanksgiving on the fourth Thursday of November.
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New AIDS czar forces harmful agenda for American ‘health’

BY MICHELLE FANNIN

Champion Reporter

On November 16, 1993, former President Bill Clinton announced the nomination of Kenneth Geither as the new AIDS czar. "This position has never existed before. If you look for unprecedented rounds of this problem," Clinton noted.

Geither is a former name from the Pacific Northwest. From 1978 to 1982, he served as an aide to former Vice President Walter Mondale. Since 1989, he has served as a senior staff member of the Bipartisan Policy Center in Washington, D.C. The Bipartisan Policy Center is a non-profit, non-partisan organization that monitors the course of public policy and seeks to inspire and promote public policy leadership.

Geither’s role in this new position is to lead the task force that will address the lethal challenge of the AIDS epidemic. The task force’s first duty will be to make recommendations as to how the United States should invest in the prevention and cure of AIDS.

For nearly 12 years, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) community has been working to raise awareness of the AIDS epidemic and promote research for a cure. The LGBTQ community has played a critical role in the fight against AIDS and has made significant progress in raising funds and awareness through events such as the AIDS Walk and the AIDS Run.

The LGBTQ community appreciates Geither’s appointment as the new AIDS czar. The LGBTQ community looks forward to working closely with Geither to ensure that the AIDS epidemic is addressed in a responsible and effective manner.

In closing, the LGBTQ community属性 appreciate Geither’s appointment and look forward to working closely with him to ensure that the AIDS epidemic is addressed in a responsible and effective manner.
Features

Missions trip will reach American Indians

By DAVID MART
FEATURE EDITOR

Dr. Daniel Love, chairman of Liberty University's ministry teams, said the university's mission teams have traveled to 28 states and 10 foreign countries since 1985.

Faber is a Apache Indian who sees the Gospel of Christ.

"I got saved 10 years ago March 12, 1983, off the train, I met Sara Whetmore, the woman with whom I would live. I traveled for 12 hours on a train with lots of babies come in that had little cuts all over their bodies from razor blades because witch doctors can do that. When people get sick, they believe in God and the African culture," Faber explained.

"It took a whole week to travel to Simpiou, a small village in the Republic of Benin. I was on a small village in the Republic of Benin. I was on a train with lots of babies come in that had little cuts all over their bodies from razor blades because witch doctors can do that. When people get sick, they believe in God and the African culture," Faber explained.

"It took a whole week to travel to Simpiou, a small village in the Republic of Benin. I was on a train with lots of babies come in that had little cuts all over their bodies from razor blades because witch doctors can do that. When people get sick, they believe in God and the African culture," Faber explained.

"It took a whole week to travel to Simpiou, a small village in the Republic of Benin. I was on a train with lots of babies come in that had little cuts all over their bodies from razor blades because witch doctors can do that. When people get sick, they believe in God and the African culture," Faber explained.

"It took a whole week to travel to Simpiou, a small village in the Republic of Benin. I was on a train with lots of babies come in that had little cuts all over their bodies from razor blades because witch doctors can do that. When people get sick, they believe in God and the African culture," Faber explained.
“When the Frost is on the Punkin”
excerpt by James Whitcomb Riley

They's something kindo' harty-like about the atmosphere
When the heat of summer's over and the coolin' fall is here —
Of course we miss the flowers, and the blossums on the trees,
And the mumble of the hummin' birds and buzzin' of the bees;
But the air's so appetizin'; and the landscape through the haze
Of a crisp and sunny mornin' of the airy autumn days
Is a pic'ur' that no painter has the colorin' to mock —
When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder's in the shock.

The husky, rusty rustle of the stalks of the corn,
And the raspin' of the tangled leaves, as golden as the morn;
The stubble in the furries — kindo' lonesomelike, but still
A-prachin' sermons to us of the barns they growed to fill;
The strawstack in the medder, and the reaper in the shed;
The hosses in theyr stalls below — the clover overhead! —
O, it sets my hart a-clickin' like the tickin' of a clock,
When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder's in the shock.

Then your apples all is gethered, and the oens a feller keeps
Is poured around the celler floor in red and yeller heaps;
And your cider makin's over, and your wimmern folks is through
With you'rn sweater and apple butter, and theyr sausage, too!
I don't know how to tell it — but ef such a thing could be
As the Angels wantin' bordin', and they'd call around on me —
I'd want to 'commode 'em — all the whole indurin' flock —
when the frost is on the punkin and the fodder's in the shock!
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON

Villanova. back Adrian Cherry ran for his only touchdown of the day, but left the game with a hamstring strain. Clark intercepted a pass from Delaware State quarterback Steve Callahan, setting up a 1-yard keeper by McKnight, just over one minute left, but failed, leaving the Flames with the win. After completing a 78-yard pass to Krause, Nilson said his play was much better and he was looking forward to the next game, which would be against Cumber- land.

"We made the big plays when we needed them," said Nwosu. "The turnover was the difference."

Final scores were Liberty 17, Delaware State 10.

---

**Nigerian Nightmare**

Former Flame Julian Nwosu fires up for a dunk last season during Tennessee game. After finishing his career with three NCAA tournaments, Nilson is now playing for a Pro-League team in Spain.

---

By CAIN CLAYTON

Liberty Coach Jeff Meyer did not receive much acclaim for his team's performance in Saturday's season opener against Delaware State, but he could be pleased with the performance of his starting quarterback, Antwan Chiles.

"He had a great game," Meyer said. "We were really excited about his game." Meyer said his play was much better and he was looking forward to the next game, which would be against Cumber- land.

---

**Men's hoops ready to surprise everyone**
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"We made the big plays when we needed them," said Nwosu. "The turnover was the difference."

Final scores were Liberty 17, Delaware State 10.
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**Nigerian Nightmare**

Former Flame Julian Nwosu fires up for a dunk last season during Tennessee game. After finishing his career with three NCAA tournaments, Nilson is now playing for a Pro-League team in Spain.
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Liberty Coach Jeff Meyer did not receive much acclaim for his team's performance in Saturday's season opener against Delaware State, but he could be pleased with the performance of his starting quarterback, Antwan Chiles.

"He had a great game," Meyer said. "We were really excited about his game." Meyer said his play was much better and he was looking forward to the next game, which would be against Cumber- land.
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Sports Wrap-up

Mountain Sports
Lady Flames 2 hits Liberty Mountain
The LU cycling club, LU wrestling team and sons of liberty took on their second mountain mountain bike ride on Saturday, Nov. 20. The Sugar Mountain and the races were a success.
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By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter
After having a good season last year, the wrestling team is ready to exceed past accomplishments.
"Champion Reporter 1993-1994
the team finished 13-16 and made it to the first round of the NCAA National Championships.
"We had a pretty good year last year—probably one of the best years we've had," Head Coach Don Shuler said. "It will be tough to improve on that.
"The team has lost some older faces but gained some new ones. One of those is Shuler's son, Shuler said. "It will be tough to succeed Mason.
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While wrestling team works to improve on success of last season

Three sign with men's basketball, Lady Flashes reel in new forward

Her knight in shining armor believes that she deserves the best...
are flying high as expected. The court advantage throughout the duration of the game, the lack of player depth

\[5:15\]

Chiles). £7

\[5:48\]

Comp-Att

\[5:6542\]

Passing yards

\[5:6613\]

Duncan 1-12, Chiles 8-(-5). Delaware State, Anderson ware State, Jensen.

Three teams lead NBA, Timberwolves still can't win

Expectations for both players runs

Del—Anderson 4 pass from Jones (Jensen kick),

Lib—Clark 22 interception return (run failed), 10:15

A-3,146

PASSING—Liberty, Chiles20-32-1 315 (3TD). Delaware State, Jensen.


FUMBLE RECOVERIES—Long, Freeman.

National Basketball Association

Three teams lead NBA, Timberwolves still can't win

By STEPHEN

Three teams lead NBA, Timberwolves still can't win

The coaching staff is concerned

"You can't get in a player's face. You can't get behind the goals. You can't get behind the rims during free throws (in basketball) games. You can't do anything to harm his totem. You can't talk to him. You can't touch him. You can't get in his head," Roger explained.

"I'm just not going to win," Roger said, explaining why he took the job. "I wanted to show the fans what the mascot could do.

Last year, Rogers won the position in interviews in which he beat four other hopefuls. There was no one to challenge for the role in the New York Flames.

The mascot is a dual threat with superb basketball.

"I have to be at every home game for men's basketball and football," Rogers said.

"You can't get in a player's face.

At football games you can't get behind

Promoting a special season of coming

34:26

18-26

25:34

2 13

2 4

1 1

1 1

1

0 75

5 12

2 16

20 16

25 20

at power forward to develop a serious threat

Kendall Gill gets comfortable with the league but must

system, the Supersonics could be

"I'm going to do it again one more year if I want to," he said.
HARRIS TEETER
THANKSGIVING SALE

GOLDEN DELIGHT
TOM TURKEY
GRADE 'A'
18-22 LB. AVG
ALL SIZES GRADE "A" SELF BASTING BUTTERBALL TURKEY
LIMIT 1 WITH ADDITIONAL 20.00 PURCHASE
GRADE 'A'
GOLDEN DELIGHT HEN TURKEY

SWEET POTATOES

PERDUE FRESH HEN OR TOM TURKEY
TOTAL

21-25 COUNT JUMBO SHRIMP
2/10-12 CT.

HT FRENCH OR FLAKY BROWN & SERVE ROLLS

HERB OR CORNBREAD PEPPERIDGE FARM STUFFING

BETTY CROCKER SUPERMOIST CAKE MIX

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE IT'S VERY CLEAR DRINKS

EAGLE RIPPLES RIDGED CHIPS

DIET PEPSI OR PEPSI COLA

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA CREAM CHEESE REGULAR OR SPREAD

SELECTED VARIETIES PRE-PACK MILLSTONE COFFEE

RED SKIN POTATO SALAD IN THE DELI-BAKERY

HEAT & SERVE

IN THE DELI-BAKERY TURKEY DINNER

HUNTER ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM

Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, November 17 Through Tuesday, November 24, 1993 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.